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Being Prepared………..
FOF has been offering 1st aid training to active volunteers for several years. Last month it
was put to good use when we were called on to help a tramper with a medical
emergency requiring helicopter evacuation. Every incident is different, but we felt the
following were important learnings worth sharing since they would always be applicable.
The picture (above) shows what we felt was most valuable.
One other learning was that emergency choppers are huge, when it hovered over the
canopy above us, we were enveloped in a maelstrom of blown leaves, even twigs. We’ve
always been told to ensure everything is secured before a chopper arrives – but
emergency choppers are so big you need to secure stuff you’d think immovable!
We always seem to have a huge amount of emergency gear. We won’t question it again.
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Kiwi Update

We’re making progress analysing this years’ acoustic monitoring sound files. Initial
results indicate that there are kiwi pairs present at all the locations. A couple of
recorders suggest some new pairs may have established. We were particularly
pleased to find a pair calling in the home range of the second generation of Flora
kiwi – Te Hapu and Hebe (photo taken in 2017):

We’re also working up a paper on the dispersal and home range establishment of
the translocated kiwi. All those days up the hill kiwi tracking resulted in 4235
triangulated positions. The most valuable information gained was where the kiwi
went and therefore where we should focus our pest control – hence the extension
of the trapping network north of Ghost Creek and into the Grecian. But we are
also gaining insights into the behaviour of roroa. Here are a few highlights:
1. On release, translocated roroa disperse by variable amounts and time
periods. Many kiwi took a long time to fully settle in to a home range.
We've termed the time until 'home range' is established the 'exploration
phase'. It varied from 9 days to 878 days, demonstrating the value of
post-translocation monitoring over several years.
2. In a low-density translocated population, home ranges shift from year to
year. For most kiwi the shifts are minor - more of a shuffle. But a few
birds moved home range by much larger distances - more of a leap. The
data suggest that birds have a knowledge of a much wider area but only
use a bit of it in any one year. This wider area can be viewed as a
'cognitive map' (see below) - a cognitive map for Kiwi that have
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established a home range:

3.

Home ranges cluster and this may be evidence of the 'sound of silence'
theory that says that kiwi remain within earshot of other kiwi.

We plan to submit the paper to a peer-reviewed scientific journal for publication.
Sandy Toy

From The Chair:
The seed fall from the beech mast is well underway and DOC are close to finalising
their 1080 drop scheduling to match the Park’s peak rodent numbers - which as we
have seen from Robin’s March 2019 Volunteer Update, are at a record high. Forest
Footprint Tracking Tunnel work is scheduled for May, the actual date/s being
dependent upon that drop.
Traps – A number of double traps were laid out on D line, in the vicinity of
Salisbury Lodge, recently. Many thanks to those who assisted with this - and
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enjoyed the early morning antics of several juvenile Kea. As the image shows, the
next lot of BFOB double traps have been received from MenzShed, and further
assistance will be required to get these out into the field.

The Grecian – Paul Ewers has been quietly working behind the scenes to layout, cut
and mark the trap lines which will mark FOF’s entry into the broader Grecian
catchment, well beyond the present TG traps. Many thanks for undertaking this
arduous and time consuming work, Paul.
New Volunteers – Welcome to Nicola R, Tony F, Paul S, Peter B, Stu M and Warren B.
Trap training has been undertaken by Stu, Paul and Peter, and we look forward to
their assistance in our predator control work.
FOF Annual General Meeting 2019 – this will be held at 7pm, Tuesday 7th May at the
Memorial Park Pavilion, Pah Street, Motueka. (On the same side as Countdown and
the Library - just up from the War Memorial). The Friends of Cobb are joining us for
the evening, and we look forward to an interesting discussion on our mutual efforts
to improve the Flora and Cobb’s biodiversity.
Gerald Bruce-Smith

WEKA WARNING
I was carrying new traps down from Salisbury Hut on Saturday and stopped to talk
to a couple of trampers. They described a certain vehicle to me that was parked
on the Flora Road at Horseshoe and I explained that it belonged to one of our
FOFer volunteers who shall remain nameless.
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While they were walking past said vehicle they noticed a Weka underneath with a
loop of string in it's beak that had a car key attached. It was just starting to
wander away from the vehicle with the key when they managed to intercept and
recover it then left the key hanging from the wing mirror so the owner could
easily find it. Returning out on the Flora rd. next day we caught up with the owner
and explained his rather lucky escape -- he rather wondered why the key was
hung over the wing mirror!! He had hidden the key under the vehicle back sill
probably with the string hanging down a bit so I guess tempting for the Weka.
The lesson to be learnt is always hide the keys in a Weka proof hiding place or you
may have a long walk home.
Mike Malone

ALPINE PROJECT
The summer weather was very amenable to regular cards changes for both the
lizard and weta footprint tracking tunnel lines. Thanks to those volunteers who
helped.
The weta transect of 50 tunnels (sited in tussock) had an excellent retrieval rate
with very few being blown away or interfered with by kea. The footprints haven’t
been analysed yet but a quick look at results shows up to 50% tracking rate of the
giant alpine weta. Sites for the 100 Lizard tunnels were more exposed and some
(20) had to be re-sited. Not only were the tunnels difficult to secure in upper scree
sites, but the lower sites had more gecko and skink prints. A surprising result was
the number of weta found in the scree sites and an unwelcome confirmation - rat
prints at 1500m.
All weta and lizard FTTs have now been pulled out. Sites have been GPSed and
tagged for easy re-installation. The data will be analysed over the winter and
results will effect how the project progresses for the 2019/20 summer.
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Sandra with tracking card that records the Gecko & Skink footprints

Close-up of Gecko prints; note also the track left by gecko tails
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Our resident Gecko expert (DoC’s Ivan Rogers) has indicated that these prints are
clearly from Woodworthia “Mt. Arthur”. He notes that “You can tell from the
broad leaf-shaped toe and shallow “V” shaped lamellae. Black-eyed geckos will
have a longer, narrower toe with straighter lamellae. Lamellae are the stripey
scales on the underside of the toes. ”
Lesley Hadley
Friends of Flora Announcements
1. FOF would like to have an information booth at the Flora carpark over Easter
weekend. We are looking for help to man the booth. Please contact fof@fof.org.nz by
email if you would like to help.
2. The AGM will be held on May 7th; 7pm at the Motueka Sports Pavillon.
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